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Masquerade Ball draws 750
Katie Musselman
ASSU's Steve
Lombardi and Aaron
Yoon organize largest
party in past four years
musselma@seattleu.edu
The demand for a spring dance was met on May 12
when over 750 SeattleUniversity students danced the
night away at the Experience Music Project.
"The Modern Masquerade Ball was a success
because students had been craving for a spring
dance for quite some time," said Aaron Yoon,ASSU
sophomore representative. "And itshowed in the big
numbers that came out."
The dance itselfwas inexpensive for students, with
tickets costing $10 for individualsand a discount for
groups offour ormore, andcomplimentary beverages
and transportation from campus.
"We weren't concerned about making a profit
as the event cost more than twice as much than the
generated revenue," said Yoon.
The goal, therefore, was to pull off a successful
spring dance that can continue as a tradition at SU.
"I think it's only right to have one dance tostart the
year, and another to finish it," said Yoon.
Perhaps thestrongest draw for students to thedance
was having it held at the EMP.
Due to great advertising and free tickets, the first annual ASSU/SEAC Masquerade Ball drew a large
crowd, surpassing SEAC's past events, including Fall Ball, Battle of the Bands and Quadstock.
ONE
LAST
HOORAH!
DJ Weidner
weidnerd@seattleu. edu
When the alarm went offSaturday morning,
I stretched, looked out my window and yelled,
"Onward to Quadstock2006!" Saturday morn-
ing, May 13, another750 students awoke with
memories ofthe Masquerade Ball still dancing
around in their sugar-starved minds.
It feels good, in light of a very time-con-
suming spring quarter, to have constructive
and channeled ways to cut loose on the
weekends.
The dance was a smashing success and
it stands as a testament to the intimate un-
derstanding of the student body that ASSU
and SEAC have begun to exhibit. There is a
pulse that is beginning to beat underneath the
surface at Seattle University.
Softball looking good for next year
Brenda Stice
Kevin Curley
Santos, Purdy named
to 2006 West Region
All-Tournament team
despite losing in
third round
sticeb@seattleu. edu
curleyk@seattleu. edu
Though they fell short of their
own expectations, the women's
softball team ycceeded those of
others with another successful
season.
Their season was consistent, at
best, resulting in 34 wins and 12
losses. Perhaps the most memorable
games include the 2-1 victory over
No. 1 nationally ranked Humboldt
State University on April 14.
Morerecently, the Redhawks will
remember the 11-9 come-from-be-
hind win overNo. 6 Hawaii-Hilo in
the second game of the 2006 West
Region Tournament.
However, after almost missing
the tournament for the second year
in a row by dumping a regular
season game to Western Oregon
University and before meeting Ha-
waii-Hilo, Seattle came out flat in
the first game of the tournament.
This time it was against the host
of the tournament, the No. 2 seed,
California State University - Ba-
kersfield Roadrunners.
Seattle came out strong in the
first inning with an RBI single by
sophomore standout Jane Purdy,
which scored freshman Megan
Maclssac.
Maclssac had opened the game
with a double down theright field
line.
While it didn't seemto hinder her
performance, Purdy had arrived in
Bakersfield sick with a combination
flu and sinus infection.
"When I would get up to bat,
I would just tell myself to forget
about it for 30 seconds," Purdy said
about tackling the post season sick-
ness. "I didn't let it affect me."
See Softball... page 10See ASSU... page 14
See Masquerade... page 4
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Editorial
Bush's immigration policy leaves much to be desired
If someone can find an immediate solution to the
growing concern overthe illegal crossing of migrants
into this country, they should be awarded a Nobel
Peace Prize. However, President Bush's latest at-
tempt to solve the problem will only create more
hostility and tension between the United States and
our southern neighbors.
Almost 100 years ago, in 1916, U.S. troops were
sent to the Texas border to protect the United States
from Mexican rebels. Yet, in the past 100 years, we
have yet to figure out that sending troops to the border
is not going to fix a problem.
On Monday, in his address to the nation, President
Bush made his attempt at solving the divisive border
and immigration issue. Yet, like those who have tried
to solve this issue in the past he has failed. While
trying to stay strong despite weak showings in the
polls, Bush seems to be trying too hard to impress
constituents on both sides of the issue.
To impress those states most affected by illegal
crossings, he vowed to send National Guardsmen to
accompany border patrols in states like New Mexico
and California. Yet, he failed to take into account
that National Guard resources are already stretched
too thin with the war in Iraq, and the current natural
disasters afflicting the North East. At the same time,
he also mentioned that those in the United States il-
legally, should have a way to gain citizenship.
It was fascinating to see him dance with both par-
ties, while maintaining that confident yet impractical
look. He spoke in general terms about a general plan.
He contradicted himselfwithout knowing, especially
when he spoke of the border patrols.
While he said that the border should not be milita-
rized, he emphasized that to secure our borders we
must set up motion detectors, build more roads and
barriers and continue using unmanned aerial vehicles.
He may be the Commander in Chiefand we're merely
weak voters, but that sure seems more like a milita-
rized zone then a long term solution to this nations
most concerning domestic issue.
It's true that immigration reform is in order, but
what type of reform is unclear. Not only should the
safety ofAmericans be considered, but also the well-
being of those illegal immigrants who have made
homes within our borders.
Although there should be rules in effect to create
a system where illegal can become legal, creating a
hostile system where families will be torn apart, and
separated by M-16 toting national guardsmen, is not
the answer. Simply put, it's not the American way
and it will not solve this nations problems facing
immigration.
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Seattle: technological but not polite
Kevin Curley
curleyk@seattleu. edu
Last year, amazingly enough, we Seattle-
iteswere considered the third mostpolite city
in the country. Unfortunately, in that same
yearwe were also ranked number one as the
U.S. city with the most access to wireless
Internet connections. How, you may ask,
do these relate to each other? Well, on one
hand these nation-wide polls sum up what
everyone fears the most - we appear to be
polite computer geeks. We have all become
those awkward guys at the corner ofthe bar
blogging on our Blackberries while the cool
guys, like NewYork and Chicago, take body
shots with the girls from Seasound Lounge.
While we may have the most access to
the Internet, we are far from being polite.
Whatseems like politeness is merely a happy
feeling. This happy feeling is based on the
amount of sun we see in a 24-hour period.
We're notpolite peo-
ple, we're justhappy
when it's not raining
orcloudy or justplain
miserable.
How can we be
polite when our ears
are stuffed with lis-
tening devices rang-
ing from our iPod to
the Bluetooth hands-
free apparatus? As a
grumpypopulous our
eyes are focused on
the ground and our
comfort bubble only includes me, myself
and Irene. We're full ofourselves; we think
we're better than everyone else and we let
people know it.
So while we may comeoffaspolite during
the four months ofsummer, the other eight
months are spent bundled up in our REI par-
kas, smoking cigarettes and drinking copious
amounts ofalcohol.
During the winter there seems to be a
lack ofenergy within the city. Bars are less
crowded, streets are deserted and not a soul
takes a chance on lying on the wet grass in
front ofthe library. People seem to lose their
souls, walking by you like zombies inShaun
of the Dead.
Coming in first on the list of politeness,
compiled by Marjabelle Young Stewart,
was Charleston, S.C. and San Diego came
in second. According to Stewart, in Charles-
ton people nod when you pass by them.
In Seattle, if someone approaches you,
more often than not, you think they
want something. In the winter, you'll see
people do the dodge-and-weave to avoid
everyone and anyone that punctures their
bubble. However, come summertime,
the dodge-and-weave is replaced by the
nod and possibly a "Sorry, all I've got is
a quarter."
It's unfortunate that we've become
this way. This impolite attitude has even
entered our campus. Student-workers in
The Cave ignore the customers, don't say
a wordwhile they listen to their iPods and
pack away your
groceries.
It's great to
think that there
are people out-
side our rude city
that think we are
polite. However,
until you move
here, you really
have no idea how
closed-off Se-
attleites can be.
i In general, we're
all bipolar - not
in the medical sense, but in the sense that
we act completely different when the sun
is out and when it is cloudy and rainy. And
though this may be the same in other cit-
ies, Seattle has always prided itselfon the
idea that we're all laid back and that the
weather doesn't affect us. Too bad that is
far from the truth.
While New Yorkers may have the
reputation ofbeing jerks, since 9/11 that
attitude has changed. They are still crazy
- bars don't closeuntil 4 a.m. - but people
are nice, polite and fun to be with. The
weather gets colder and hotter there, but here
in Seattle whenthe thermometerreads a cool
32 degrees, people get ornery and snippety.
Maybe things have changed, but Seattle
should try to be more like the "cool guy"
- New York.
In general, we're all bi-
polar - not in the medical
sense, but in the sense
that we act completely
different when the sun is
out.and when it is cloudy
and rainy.
Letter to
the Editor
Response to
anonymous note
Dear Editor:
I am sending this letter to the editor in
hopes that the person who left an anon-
ymous note on my car will read this and
know how much that note touched me.
My fianc£ is currently serving our
country in Iraq. I have the words "1 love
my soldier" on the rear window of my
car to show the world how proud I am
of him. Last night as I was getting into
my car to go home from class, I found a
piece of paper on my windshield with
the following note: "I don't know your
soldier, but boy do 1 love your soldier,
too! When you talk with your soldier,
please say thanks for a stranger. And
I'm praying for them all. Mine is a
former Marine. God bless you and your
soldier!" The letter was not signed so I
don'tknow who left it. But whoever you
are, I want to thank you.
It's not often that people show their
support and appreciation for what my
fiance does. He has proudly served
this country for 18 years and it always
makes him feel good to know there are
people out there who are thankful for his
sacrifices. And it makes me feel good to
know that I'm not alone on campus in my
love and support for our troops. Thank
you, and God bless you as well.
Sincerely,
Amanda Josiah
The Spectator
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OPINION
Swift action necessary for the crisis in Darfur
Lillian Tucker
tuck 1881@seattleu.edit
"Darfur."
"Wait, Dar-what?"
This is the response most
people give when I men-
tion Darfur. They stammer
for a second, regurgitate a
horrible mispronunciation,
then ask what it is. With the
few moments of their atten-
tion that follow I proceed
to attempt to sum up what
has been named "the worst
human rights crisis in the
world today." But how am
I supposed to do this? How
could anyone possibly put
into perspective a genocide
we can barely even begin to
comprehend?
In the past three years the
country of Sudan has pro-
duced 2.5 million refugees,
3.5 million citizens on the
brink of famine, and over
400,000 dead bodies. The
Sudanese government is re-
sponsible for this inhumane
death-campaign in Sudan's Southwestern
region, known as Darfur - a government
that funds and fights alongside the Janjaweed
militia. They attack on horseback, raping the
women and castrating the men before killing
them. Theirs are tactics ofgenocide; usually,
to contaminate the water, they stuff the bod-
ies of children into the wells and the sexual
assaults ensure that the survivors will most
likely not procreate.
This is the same country that estimates their
oil reserve to be as much as 5 billionbarrels.
Granted this amount does not compare with
the Middle East's production. Still, I would
venture to theorize thatsomehow the sameoil
has played a part in all of our lives, whether
it fueled our cars, delivery trucks, or the leaf
blowers outside our classrooms. There is no
denying it - we all are involved.
Ironically, Sudan pulls in a revenue of
about SI million a day from oil. And each
day they spend that exact amount on arms.
Included in their "shopping list" are tanks,
courtesy of Poland and China, Iranian mis-
siles, and from Russia come the bombers
and helicopters used for aerial attacks on
Darfur villages. Their grass roofs make for
easy targets.
It is no wonder that the international com-
munity has been slow to respond. Who wants
to impose sanctions on a loyal business part-
ner? Even our own country doesn't want to
step on too many toes. Despite the fact that
over a year ago Colin Powell himself visited
Darfur, returning to congress and the Presi-
dent with reports of the worstkind.
Congress heeded and labeled the situa-
require the international
community to stand up
and assume responsibil-
ity to stop the atrocities as
mandated by the 1948 UN
GenocideConvention. But
nothing happened. We con-
tinued to live our relatively
happy and peaceful lives
while the people of Darfur
lose theirs.
Since the White House
first opened their eyes to
Darfur, both Congress and
the Senate have kicked
around three bills. The first
was the Darfur Genocide
Accountability Act (HR
1424). However, it failed
to gain popularity as many
did not like the idea of oil
sanctions.
The bill has been fol-
lowed by two more similar
acts. Each time a new one
is drawn up more lenience
is given. Oil sanctions have
' been completely erased,
along with the idea to pro-
hibit U.S. assistance to any country that
violates the military and arms embargo. In
addition we have digressed from demanding
that Sudan be suspended from the United Na-
tions GeneralAssembly to quietly suggesting
it. The newest bill, HR 3127, is promised to
invoke legislative action by this summer.
Don't get me wrong - I am very happy to
see a bill everyone can finally agree upon.
However, I am not too sure about the wait
for the estimated 300 to 400 Darfurians who
are killed each day.
Lack of understanding exacerbates autism problems
Lisa Weitkemper
weitkemp@seattleu.edu
As the sister of an 18-year-old autistic man, I approach
the issue of minimal public awareness concerning the dis-
ability both as a worried family member and as a frustrated
student. Though I have my own opinions concerning the
needs of families touched by the developmental disability
and all its consequences, I have expressed curiosity in find-
ing other perspectives about autism at Seattle University.
Unfortunately, in my research, I have not found autism to be
a topic many people focus on or even care to learn about at
this particular university.
Much of the existing information found about the condi-
tion describes autism on a more national or international
scale. According to researcher Bryna Siegel of the Langley
Porter Psychiatric Institute at the University of California,
San Francisco, autism affects many aspects of how a child
sees the world and learns from his or her experiences.
Her findings suggest that children withautism lack the
usual desire for social contact. i
Autism exists as a complex neurobiological disor-
der that typically lasts throughout a person's lifetime.
The disability is, indeed, more common than pediatric
cancer, diabetes and AIDS combined. It occurs in all
racial, ethnic and social groups and is four times more
likely to strike boys than girls.
Since autism impairs a person's ability to communi-
cate and relate to others, it is also associated with rigid
schedules and repetitive behaviors, such as following
very specific routines. Symptoms can range from mild
to severe.
Most people have a general idea about what autism means.
They might think of the movie Rain Man. While the film
provided positive awareness of the disorder, autism has many
faces. If aperson, especially a young college student, were to
rely on theperformance ofDustin Hoffman for a clear picture
of what autism looks like, they would absolutely come up
short. Any time the topic of autism is mentioned in a college
setting, the first thing students say is, "Oh, isn't that the guy
who could complete mathematical equations in his headreally
fast?" The stereotypes associated with autism remain quite
damaging andproblematic for the families ofautistic people,
and it seems a terrible injustice that more has not been done
to properly educate young people of this generation about
conditions such as autism.
Comprehensive coverage ofautism by NBC in 2005 cre-
ated positive social change andappeared as a step in theright
direction after numerous decades of reporters ignoring and
overlooking the hidden epidemic. Autism Speaks, a special
fundraising drive of the Autism Coalition for Research and
Education Inc., broadcast a weeklong series about autism in
association with NBC Universal. NBC News compiled the
special reports, and the journalists involved bravely tackled
the subject ofAmerica's fastest growing serious developmen-
tal disability. Extensive reporting on the "Today Show" and
"NBC Nightly News with Brian Williams" highlighted the
ignorance of the American public concerning these matters.
Where is The Spectatorcoverage? As a fabulous forum for
students to express their perspectives and learn about new
issues in the world they may not have heard of before, why
has this topic been ignored or overlooked? Ifcollege students
do not take the time to discuss this disorder, who will?
The facts are clear: 1 in 166 children is diagnosed with
autism. Contrary to popular belief, this disorder affects
all of us and should be taken seriously by everyone.
Families are often left to fend for themselves, however,
and even when autism is talked about in schools, the
information provided either conveys inaccuracies or
the teachers and professors lack care in the manner in
which the subject is presented in the classroom.
Many magazines have discussed autism. In July of
2000, Newsweek ran a cover story with the headline,
"Understanding Autism: Why MoreKids & Families
are Facing the Challenge of 'Mindblindness.'" A
young boy with autism is described within the pages:
"Drop in as Russell gets home from school, andyou see
what the family is up against. Pushing the door open,
he flaps his arms and makes a guttural sound before ac-
cepting a hug from each parent."
Another Newsweek article followed in February of
2005. This time, the headline read, "When Does Autism
Start? Scientists are now looking for the earliest signs of the
mysterious disorder as desperate parents hunt for treatments
that may improve their children's lives." Clearly, some jour-
nalists are asking questions about autism and other related
developmental disabilities.Also, other universities specialize
in the treatment and diagnosis of autism. What does Seattle
University plan to do about this epidemic?
As a university that strives to help those in need and de-
sires to educate the wholeperson, we must do a better job of
clearing up some of the ignorance that exists at this institu-
tion regarding autism ifwe, as a student body, ever hope to
make any difference.
The Spectator
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Cagle Cartoons
"The environment itself was cool be-
cause it was really open and flashy with
the plasma screen," said Derek Chan,
sophomore international business major,
who attended the dance.
Yoon agreed with Chan that the lighting
added to the affair.
"Itwas a great spot withplenty ofhigh-
tech lighting, which made the event even
more enjoyable," he said.
Many students felt that this was one of
the better dances that Seattle University
has hosted.
"I personally feel it was the most suc-
cessful dance I've been to at SU because I
really liked the venue and I liked that they
didn't isolate the bar and they had music
that everyone couldrelate to," said Alana
Garcia, senior fine arts major.
One aspect ofthe dance did not go over
well with students: a dance-off. Toward
the end of the night, the dancing was in-
terrupted and students were asked to form
a circle for a dance-off.
"We weren't there that long because they
started a dance-off," said Garcia. "They
made us form a circle around these five
people who claimed they could dance."
The two forces ofcampus event coordi-
nation, ASSU and SEAC, joined together
to plan and advertise for the dance in only
a three-weekperiod.
SEAC provided the music contacts
and ASSU did the rest of the planning
for the event.
"We knew that SEAC is a very busy
organization and had Quadstock coming
up, but we needed their expertise with
dances to help guide us," said Yoon.
The success ofthe dance can also be con-
tributed to the many signs and promotional
stunts ASSU endorsed around campus to
entice students to attend.
"I felt the advertisement and promotion
of the dance was strong," said Yoon. "We
set up tables and had a slip-n-slide set up
[to give out free tickets] and that was tons
offun."
After the success of this year's Mas-
queradeBall, students can count on future
spring quarter dances, according to Yoon.
"Next year, we're going to have quite a
bit more organization and plan well before
the date of the dance," said Yoon. "We're
definitely going to make this spring dance
a traditionfrom here on out."
JoeyAnchondo/The Spectator
Students celebrated the first ever Modern Masquerade
Ball. Organizers hope it will be come an annual event.
Campus News
Triangle Club
sponsors gender
awareness week
Adrien Vanderwalt
vanderwa@seattleu. edit
Three years ago Joey Angel, former president of
the Triangle Club, wanted to devote a week's worth
ofevents to educating the community on issues such
as gender politics.
Even though he graduated last year, Angel's
legacy continues. This past week, the Triangle Club
celebrated its third annual GenderAwareness Week
(GAW) to promote community awareness and build
support among students.
This year's GAW presented many talks and fo-
rums about the issue of gender.
"Gender plays a huge role in how we carry out
our lives," said Sacha Maxim, current president of
the Triangle Club. "We wanted to focus on how we
can engage in performing our roles in society."
The inaugural event of the week was a forum on
May 8, which focused on topics relating to gender
culture, identity and society. Small groups discussed
gendered roles such as "wearing the pants" when it
comes to relationships and other significant roles
that are stereotyped by society as a whole.
"Our goal is to emphasize communal awareness
of gendered roles," Maxim said.
Tuesday featured an event titledTrans Stories, in
which a panel of individuals from the community,
who identified themselves as transgender, female
to male, male to female and gender-queer, spoke
about their life experiences.
Their stories recounted first-hand experiences of
how they transitioned from one sex to the other and
the hardships they endured. Many members of the
panel received full support from family members,
which helped make an easier transition.
Another popular event of GAW was Intersex
movie night. "Intersex" is a term that describes a
variety of conditions of a person born with mixed
sex anatomy. Students gathered in the Campion
Fishbowl to watch the film, Total Patient Care,
about a person's struggle with an Intersex condi-
tion.
Donut Dialogues, another event, was a discussion
about sexual and ethnic/racial student minorities on
campus, which took place Friday.
"We wanted to bring together sex minority stu-
dents on campus and encourage an open environ-
ment for discussions," said Maxim.
The finale of GAW was the Gay Paris Prom held
in the Campion Ballroom on Saturday.
The dance, which lasteduntil midnight, had an es-
timated 130 people in attendance and was described
as a successful way to wrap up the week.
Becky Lawrence/The Spectator
Michael Mage, junior, joined other
students who danced the night away
at the Gay Paris Prom.
Albright shares wisdom, political views
Lillian Tucker
tncklBBl @seattleu. edu
Last Tuesday, May 10 more
than 800 people packed into
Town Hall to hear former
Secretary of State Madeleine
Albright's perspective on the
invasion of Iraq and the rela-
tive roles of democracy and
religion.
Albright is considered a
credible authority on these
subjects as herresume includes
64th United States Secretary
of State, current professor of
Diplomacy at Georgetown
University, president of the
Truman Scholarship Founda-
tion and chairperson of the
National Democratic Institute
for International Affairs.
In 1997, during Clinton's
presidency, she became the
first female ever to hold the
position of Secretary of State
and remained in office until
2001 when Colin Powell be-
came her successor.
Among the many compari-
sons between the Clinton and
current Bush administration is
the claim that when it comes to
the Weapons ofMass Destruc-
tion policy, Bush has followed
the path laid out by theClinton
White House.
Addressing this, Albright
admitted Iraq was a situation
when she was in office. Re-
garding the issue about Sad-
dam Hussein, she reaffirmed
that she was saying the same
things about him eight years
before President George W.
Bush.
It is also her opinion that, at
that time, there were WMDs
not accounted for. She thought
they existed, but did not
feel they were an immanent
threat.
"I understood the why of
the war [then] but not the
why now," said Albright. She
continued in defense of the
formeradministration, adding,
"whenever they want cover for
anything they blame Clinton,
and then again there has been
the attitude of 'ABC'- Any-
thing But Clinton."
Illustrating the long trail
the issue of Iraq has carved
through several administra-
tions, Albright connected the
issue back to George Bush, Sr.
who was first conflicted about
invading Baghdad.
During that political chapter,
she claimed, some neo-con-
servatives were skeptical of
democracy in the Arab world.
Those critics eventually lost
out and years later she accused
the second Bush presidency of
building their policy around
that goal.
"They wanted to invade Iraq
and built around that," said
Albright.
Now that we are in Iraq there
is the contemporary issue ofin-
stalling a democracy, and their
latest presidential election has
raised some concerns.
"We have to remember that
in any democracy, not every-
one you like gets elected," she
said. "Sometimes the results
get produced in particular
ways."
She feels that not enough
work went into the granting
ofan entry card into the presi-
dential race and because of
this there needs to be a second
election.
"One of the key aspects of
democracy is the existence of
an opposition party,"Albright
said.
She believes that religion
plays a large role in all of this.
"We have to accept the fact
that religion and God are pres-
ent in politics," she said.
Acknowledging religion's
influence throughout the
world, she encouraged people
to respect each other's differ-
ences while
making an
effort to ex-
hort some
positive as-
pects from
the various
faiths, which
could serve
to unite.
"We are
trying to
find com-
monality
to problem
solve," said
Albright.
However,
too often, she
claims, "we
are making
judgments
about the
beliefs [of
others] in
God based
on assump-
tions and stereotypes of ex-
tremists."
To combat these habits she
suggested that people seek
answers individually about
other faiths and in that process
they may find connections.
She gives the example of the
Bible and the Quran, where,
she claims, similar ideas can
be found.
"The thing I am most con-
cerned about is that weAmeri-
cans are not asking enough
questions. We are taught that
it is unpatriotic to ask ques-
tions," said Albright. "But I
think it is my patriotic duty to
ask questions."
Joey Anchondo/The Spectator
Madeleine Albright, former
Secretary of State, spoke to
over 800 people at Town Hall.
First Masquerade deemed a success
(Continuedfrom page 1)
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Panel discussess benefits of fair trade coffee
Kevin Himeda
himedak@seatt!eu. edu
Some would consider the idea of choosing a more expensive
coffee simply because the label says "fair trade" to be ridiculous.
But many people are doing just that, and a panel of speakers
experienced in the coffee industry and fair trade came to Seattle
University on May 10 to explain why.
The problem, according to Dr. Gareth Green, a professor
of economics, is that
with coffee being the
second largest com-
modity in the world,
its price can have a
dramatic impact on
the many people who
produce it.
"Coffee is primar-
ily produced in mid-
dle and South Amer-
ica and then taken to
North America and
Europe," Green said.
"But when prices go
down, it has a dra-
matic effect on the
small farmers who
produce 50 to 70 per-
cent of it."
One such occur-
rence happened in
2001 when the price of coffee dropped to historic lows and
farmers made as little as 15 to 25 cents per pound of coffee.
With each farmer raising an average of 270 pounds per year,
growing coffee as a livelihood became impossible for many
farmers and the supply of coffee dropped as they looked else-
where for income.
According to the panel, fair trade is needed to ensure that
farmers in developing countries are not hurt financially by a
fluxuating market.
"The fair trade coffee movement is designed to look at ways
to remove the middle men in the market and guarantee small
farmers a living wage," Green said.
The theory behind fair trade is that by guaranteeing farmers
a higher wage for their coffee than the average market price,
the farmers will put the extra money into improving their
farms and thus improving the quality of their coffee. Farmers
are guaranteed a way of life and consumers are guaranteed a
supply ofcoffee with developed countries no longer having to
send financial aid to support them.
But the question still remains of how to get consumers to
want to pay more for fair trade coffee.
"I think it's a dilemma," said GregForsythe, chief opperat-
ing officer of Pura Vida Coffee, a charitably owned company
invested in fair trade and organic coffee. "Everyone wants to
do good for the farmer, but there's only so much people will
pay for this."
"SU seems to think that you'll buy for more, but with less
quality," Green added. "In reality, the coffee is as good ifnot
better than others, so we need to change the perception."
While fair trade coffee has
become the fastest growing
segment of the coffee industry,
demand for it is lacking.
"Starbucks does things a
little differently," said Andy
Fouche, the program man-
ager at Starbucks Coffee. "We
aren't 100 percent free trade.
When you have 300 million
pounds being produced for
fair trade, and only one-third
of it being consumed, there's
simply not enough demand to
have it drip every day of the
week."
The panel asserted that the
results of fair trade are prom-
ising, however. According to
statistics reported by Francisco
Gutierrez, director for Coop-
erative Development, a second-tier organization 0f3,000 small-
holder farms, the average daily income of a coffee farmer is 50
cents. With fair trade, that number jumps to 74 cents, and ifit
is organic as well, it lies just under a dollar.
"The first question I get from people is, 'Does it work?"'
Green said. "From my experience, the answer is 'Yes.' The
fair trade market has made an incredible impact on those it's
reaching, and with only a one-halfpercent share of the market,
there's massive potential."
The fair trade event was organized by SU's Oxfam Chapter,
part of the larger nonprofit organization for which it is named,
which seeks to "end global poverty through saving lives,
strengthening communities and campaigning for change."
"You can see ifyou just buy fair trade coffee," said Dr. Sue
Jackels, a professor of chemistry who worked with farmers in
a research team to help improve the quality of coffee grown
in Nicaragua. "You will incur a significant cash increase for
some farmer, and we'll have a very positive effect in these
developing countries."
Jered Carter/The Spectator
A panel made up of professors, students and
those in the coffee industry spoke of the effects of
fair trade coffee industry has on its farmers.
The Spectator
announces
new editor-in-
chief
Megan Peter
spectatornews@hotmail. com
The Spectator recently announced that Nicholas
Lollini will be its editor-in-chief for the 2006-2007
academic year.
Lollini, a sophomore business major, first joined
The Spectator staffin 2004 as a copy editor. He has
since not only been a writer for the paper, but is also
the current opinion editor and co-managing editor.
"Working with the newspaper has always been en-
joyable for me and 1 look forward to the work while
increasing the quality of the newspaper," he said.
Working on a newspaper has been a large part of
Lollini's life for many years.
"Journalism is always something I've been interest-
ed in, and for the past six years it has been something
I have been involved in," he said.
He feels that the newspaper has a lot of potential
and being the next editor-in-chief will allow him to
help the newspaper develop.
"[By being editor-in-chief] 1put myself in aposition
to put the paper in a place where it can continue to
growand reach where it needs to be," said Lollini.
Lollini is currently working on a five-year plan for
The Spectator that will give it directionfor how it can
change and mature for the future. Part of this plan
includes increasing communication with university
administration.
"I want to make it a whole campus newspaper. Right
now we represent only a small demographic of the
total of the university," he said. "I want to diversify
ourreadership by involving more clubs and organiza-
tions on campus."
Overall, he feels that there needs to be a boost in
communication between student clubs and organiza-
tions on campus and that The Spectator can become
that medium for the groups.
"The Spectator is the voice of student body at SU,"
he said. "And we will continue to work on being that
voice."
Crime Alert: SU students encounter robbery, threats, assault
Rob La Gatta
lagattar@seattleu.edu
There has been an upsurge in recent
criminal events near the Seattle University
campus. The most recent being an armed
robbery that involved an SU studentand his
friend on 12thand E. Terrace, a block south
of campus.
The victims were forced into an alleyway,
where their wallets were taken and one vic-
tim was kicked to the ground. It was after
a gun was dropped by one of the suspects
that the victims were able to flee the scene,
but as they were leaving one ofthe suspects
fired four to five shots at the victims.
The Seattle Police Department was called
but no suspects were located at the time.
Here are some of the other incidents that
have occured in reccent weeks.
Female guest assaulted in library
Late in the evening on Saturday, May 6, a
female guest ofa Seattle University student
was assaulted in the Lemieux Library.
Mike Sletten, director of Public Safety,
confirmed that the woman, whose name
has yet to be released, does not attend the
university
The incident reportedly took place when
the victim left the 24-hour reading room on
the first floor of the library and entered the
women's bathroom. She was followed by a
male who grabbed her in a sexually inap-
propriate manner.
According to sources within the library,
the woman screamed loud enough that a
male friend still in the reading room heard
and went to assist her.
The assailant quickly fled through a
ground-floor exit. An e-mail report sent out
by Public Safety to students described the
suspect as being a thin Caucasian male with
glasses, probably in his early 20s. Though
Public Safety and the Seattle Police Depart-
ment searched the area, the suspect was not
located.
This was not the first incident of secu-
rity being compromised within the library.
Thefts have occurred throughout the year
when laptops and other items are left un-
attended; in February, The Spectator also
reported a late January incident that involved
transients from the outlying community
sleeping in the Reading Room and causing
concern among students.
Sources within the library, who preferred
not to be identified for fear ofemployment
repercussions, said that atprevious libraries
where they have been employed, security
measures were taken that Seattle University
has ignored.
Their suggested measures included post-
ing student employees on the third and
fourth floors throughout the night to keep
watch, as well as a sign-in sheet at the
front door to the library, where everyone
who enters is required to sign-in and show
their identification to a posted guard before
entrance is granted.
One library employee also suggested that
cameras are placed near the sign-in sheet
where the posted guard would photograph
the IDs ofanybody who came to the library
so that if there were issues they could be
found easily. Ifsomebody didn't have an ID
with him or her, they would not be allowed
to enter the library.
Plans for a cardreader on the library doors
were discussed by Rob Kelly, vicepresident
of Student Development, and John Popko,
university librarian, even before the transient
incident that took place in late January.
However, the only noticeable change that
has been made is a rewording of the rules
and regulations signs posted outside the
library's doors.
Criminal activity reported near
campus
BenArtaiz, sophomore marketing major,
had justpulled out of the parking lot of the
AM/PM at the comer of 12thand Jefferson
on a recent Sunday afternoon when a com-
munity member crossing the street in front
of his car pulled out a firearm.
Artaiz, who lives east ofcampus on Jef-
ferson, wasmaking a right turn to head home
and was stopped at a light with a crosswalk
directly in front of him. As he waited, a
man wearing all red and black - Artaiz
suspects he was a gang member - entered
the crosswalk.
"He walked in front of the car, and when
he was directly in front, he raised his arms,
yelled, 'Hey [expletive]' pulled his shirt up
-1 see he's got a gun in hispants - and pulls
it out," Artaiz said. "I thought he was going
to point it at me, but he ended up justpulling
it out and putting it back in his pants."
Artaiz believes the neighborhood has got-
ten worse in recent months.
"I have to walk by there everyday, and I
tiy not to walk at night, because those two
blocks [on Jefferson from 12th Avenue to
14thAvenue] I don't feel are very safe," he
said. "1 definitely have noticed in the last
couple months it's gotten much scarier."
Whether gang activity is the cause behind
the fear remains to be seen. Individuals
wearing outfits that prominently display red
colors are often spotted near the AM/PM,
Artaiz said.
The SaUirday before, justa block away at
Adie's Cafe on the comer of 13th and Jeffer-
son, there was a large fight that was broken
up by the Seattle Police Department.
However, Sletten statedthat Public Safety
has heard "nothing specific" regarding in-
creased activity on 12th Avenue both from
students or from SPD.
"We haven't had any reports ofanything
like that," he said.
He added that he encouragesanyone who
has experienceda threatening situation in the
area to contact him.
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Driving rain eases in New
England after days of flooding
Boston University commencement attendants hold umbrella during BU's
commencement at BU's Nickerson Field in Boston in the heavy rain, Sun-
day, May 14. Massachusetts Gov. Mitt Romney declared a state of emer-
gency in Massachusetts on Sunday as heavy rain soaked the region flood-
ing basements, closing roads and threatening mud slides. (AP Photo/Chi-
tose Suzuki)
METHUEN, Mass. (AP) - Driv-
ing rains that caused the worst
flooding in New England since
the 1930s finally eased up Tues-
day, but washed-outroads and the
danger of dam breaks prevented
many people from returning to
their homes.
More than a foot of rain fell
across New Hampshire, Mas-
sachusetts and southern Maine
between Friday and Tuesday, with
up to 17 inches in some places.
Police reported a single fatality, a
59-year-old man whose body was
found in a partially submerged car
north ofBoston.
Gov. Mitt Romney said the dam-
age would reach tens of millions
ofdollars in Massachusetts alone.
And more rain was forecast for the
weekend.
But on Tuesday, the worst ap-
peared to be over. In Maine, roads
reopened and the threat against
two dams on the Salmon Falls
River eased.
In Methuen, Mass., state and
federal engineers watched a gran-
ite dam in danger of collapse
after it was reinforced with 5,000
sandbags.
Many property owners began
cleaning up, although major rivers
remained above flood stage.
Jeffrey Saba, 42, used a 20-foot
canoe to inspect his swamped
home in Lowell, Mass., near the
swollen Merrimack River. The
water flooded Saba's garage and
rose past his deck, 10 feet off the
ground. "I just canoed over a 6-
foot fence," Saba said.
"We are up against a battle
now," Saba said. "The next couple
of days will be just a waiting
game."
Water flooded the first floor of a
nursing home in Lawrence, forcing
officials to cut power to the place
and evacuate 243 residents, many
ofwhom emerged in wheelchairs
and on stretchers, wrapped in
white blankets and clutching oxy-
gen masks.
"I think these people are suf-
fering more than any others I've
seen," saidRomney, who watched
as rescuers removed the residents
using a plywood bridge laid over
the floodwaters.
Paul Monayer, a financial plan-
ner, skipped work to fight the
floodwaters swamping his base-
ment in Methuen.
"For the past two days, every
three or four hours I've pumped
out 100to 200 gallons," Monayer
said.
In Haverhill, officials worked to
repair a burst sewage pipe dump-
ing tens of millions of gallons of
waste per day into the Merrimack
River. State environmental offi-
cials said that the sewage posed no
immediate threat to public health,
and that a temporary fix shouldbe
in place by Friday.
The heavy rains triggered the
worst flooding in some areas since
1936, according to the National
Weather Service. And even though
the month is only half over, it
already ranks as the wettest May
on record in Concord, N.H., and
Portland, Maine.
Scattered showers were fore-
cast through the weekend, but the
rains shouldbe much lighter, said
Charlie Foley, a meteorologist for
the National Weather Service in
Taunton.
In central New Hampshire, 200
to 400 families were evacuated
late Tuesday from Bristol because
a dam on the NewfoundRiver was
clogged with debris and had loose
welds on its steel beams. Gov.
John Lynch said authorities were
concerned the structure could fail
and were watching it carefully.
Entire neighborhoods in Nash-
ua, N.H., were sandbagged as
firefighters rescued about a dozen
people and their pets by boat.
About 40 female inmates from a
halfway house in Concord, N.H.,
were taken to higher ground be-
cause ofa leaky dam.
Many of the 2,000 New Hamp-
shire residents who had been
evacuated from their homes along
the Salmon Falls River were able
to return home by Tuesday eve-
ning. Earlier in the day, the rain
had stopped, and the sun came out
for a short while.
Maine Gov. JohnBaldacci joined
Peggy Fennelly as she walked
inside her candy store in York
to find soda bottles and supplies
bobbing in the dark floodwaters.
Her freezer had fallen over, and
boxes of candies and chocolate
were soggy and ruined.
"I started crying and he hugged
me," said Fennelly, 73. "He said,
'You're a strong lady and you'll
make it.'"
As China goes ecological,
Japan fears shortage of
disposable chopsticks
TOKYO (AP)-Walk into any Jap-
anese noodle shop or restaurant and
chances are you'll be eating with a
pair of disposable wooden chopsticks
from China. But not for long.
In a move that has cheered envi-
ronmentalists but worried restaurant
owners, Chinahas slapped a 5 percent
tax on the chopsticks over concerns
ofdeforestation.
The move ishittinghard at the Jap-
anese, who consume a tremendous
25 billion sets ofwooden chopsticks
a year -about 200 pairs per person.
Some 97 percent of them come from
China.
Chinese chopstick exporters have
responded to the tax increase and a
rise in other costs by slapping a 30
percent hike on chopstick prices
- with a planned additional 20 per-
cent increase pending.
The price hike has sent Japanese
restaurants scrambling to find alter-
native sourcesfor chopsticks, called
"waribashi" in Japanese.
"We're not in an emergency
situation yet, but there has been
some impact," said Ichiro Fukuoka,
director ofJapan Chopsticks Import
Association.
A pair of waribashi that used to
cost a little over 1 yen - less than 1
cent - now goes for 1.5 to 1.7 yen.
The rising costs of raw wood and
transportation because ofhigher oil
prices have also contributed to the
rise, industry officials said.
But pretty soon, some fear Japan
won't evenbe able to get expensive
chopsticks from China: Japanese
newspapers Mainichi and Nihon
Keizai reported that China is ex-
pected to stop waribashi exports to
Japan as early as 2008.
To minimize the impact, Japanese
importers now buy more bamboo
chopsticks and are considering new
suppliers, including Vietnam, Indo-
nesia and Russia, said Fukuoka.
Convenience store operators are
trying to cushion the impactthrough
cost-cutting in distribution.
"We provide chopsticks only to
customers who ask for them," said
Mayumi Ito, a spokeswoman for
Seven & I Holdings Co., owner of
7-Eleven conveniencestores. "We're
closely watching the development."
Until the 1980s, about half the
disposable chopsticks used in Japan
were produced by Japanese com-
panies. But that changed with the
introduction of far cheaper Chinese-
produced ones.
Supporters ofenvironmentalcauses
see the new Chinese tax as a chance
to get rid of disposable chopsticks,
which have been linkedto deforesta-
tion and a wasteful lifestyle.
An Osaka-based restaurant chain
operator, Marche Corp., switched to
reusable plastic chopsticks in Febru-
ary at its 760 outlets after testing
various materials over six months,
said company spokesman Michihiro
Ajioka.
The chain still keeps waribashi in
stock in case customers have trouble
snaring noodles with plastic chop-
sticks, he said. Customers who bring
their own chopsticks also get a small
discount.
A pair ofplastic chopsticks costs
about $1.17 and can be reused some
130 times- a cost-per-use that match-
es a pair of waribashi, Ajioka said.
"So far, we haven't received any
complaints," hesaid. "The amount of
garbage has decreased significantly,
which is definitely better for the en-
vironment."
Japan is China's largest export
destination, while China is the third-
largest market for Japanese goods,
according to government figures.
Japan's trade with China rose 12.7
percent in 2005 to $189.4 billion in
its seventh straight year of growth,
according to theJapan External Trade
Organization.
However, ties between the two
countries have become increasingly
strainedamid a dispute over the own-
ership ofundersea gas fields claimed
by both.
Other territorial tiffs and Prime
Minister Junichiro Koizumi's re-
peated visits to a Tokyo war shrine
that Beijing considers a glorification
ofmilitarism have also put a strain on
ties. The shrine honors Japan's 2.5
million war dead, including several
executed World War II war crimi-
nals. China has strongly protested
the visits and boycotted summits
with Koizumi until he pledges to
stop going.
People eat noodle us-
ing chopsticks called
"waribashi" at a fast-
food chain restaurant in
Tokyo Tuesday, May 10.
Ninety-seven percent
of Japan's disposable
chopsticks come from
China. (AP Photo/Shizuo
Kambayashi)
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Bush and his critics have both overreached
in lunging for advantage on immigration
WASHINGTON (AP) - Presi-
dent Bush took credit for a boost
in border security that was largely
the work ofCongress, and boasted
about illegal aliens caught on his
watch even though those numbers
have fallen for much of his presi-
dency.
Bush's TV address Monday night
laid out an immigration policy in
broad stokes that obscured the fine
print of his record and plans on the
subject.
Indeed, all sides in the fast-un-
folding election-year debate have
overreached in "exploiting the
issue of immigration for political
gain," as a scolding president put
it. Bush, of course, is among those
hoping that debate will deliver
political dividends.
He asserted in his speech that
"we have apprehended and sent
home about 6 million people en-
tering America illegally" over five
years. Indeed, deportations rose
sharply.
But overall apprehensions fell
for three straight years before ris-
ing in 2004 to 1.1 million, still well
below the 1.6million caught in the
last year of the Clinton administra-
tion, 2000, and in several years
before that.
Parts of Bush's speech will be
chewed over in debates over se-
mantics, including what to make
of his denial that the U.S. is mili-
tarizing the Mexican border. He is
proposing to send 6,000 National
Guard troops there; they will be
armed but not dispatched to arrest
illegal immigrants, still the job of
the Border Patrol.
Bush's rationale for sending the
guard is that the U.S. is not fully
in control of its borders, a point no
one seriously disputes. In stating
that challenge and asking for more
money to deal with it, however, he
did not acknowledge any lapses
on his part.
"Since I became president, we
have increased funding for bor-
der security by 66 percent, and
expanded the Border Patrol from
about 9,000 to 12,000 agents," he
declared.
Along the way, the financial
needs of that expansion have col-
lided with otherpriorities, the Iraq
war prominently among them.And
several attempts in Congress to
enlarge the patrol even more have
run into resistance either from the
White House or GOP leaders.
Last year, for example, Bush's
budget proposal to Congress would
have provided enough money only
to pay for about 200 new border
agents. This despite a 2004 law
that required the addition of 2,000
agents a year.
And this month, the White House
was standing firm against lawmak-
ers who wanted to divert more
money to border protection and
hurricane relief from a $67.6 bil-
lion White House request for Iraq
and Afghanistan military opera-
tions.
The tendency to overreach on
facts has typified many voices in
the debate.
A Spanish-language radio ad
sponsored by the Democratic Na-
tional Committee asserted without
evidence that a proposed House
crackdown on illegal immigrants
would criminalize "even churches
just for giving communion" to
them.
That wasn't found in the bill,
and the bill's sponsors and the
administration said nothing in it
could be interpreted to provide for
theprosecution ofreligious leaders
or doctors who offer humanitarian
assistance to illegal immigrants.
Democratic Sen. Hillary Rodham
Clinton had sounded a theme simi-
lar to the ad's when she asserted
thebill wouldprobably criminalize
"even Jesus himself."
On the other side, those who
argue the country is being overrun
by immigrants have sometimes
overlooked the historical perspec-
tive. About 12 percent ofpeople in
the U.S. are foreign-born, a rapid
increase in recent years and a 70-
year high. But in the early 1900s,
one-third of the people in America
were born in another country.
Bush's faith in the ability of his
proposed temporary guest worker
program to stem the spread of ille-
gal immigrants in the U.S. was not
fully explained in his speech.
He stated that the program, al-
lowing more workers to come to
the U.S. legallybut requiring them
to leave when their time is up,
"would add to our security by mak-
ing certain we know who is in our
country and why they are here."
That certainty does not account
for what happens ifsome of those
workers drop out of sight and stay
in the U.S. past their time.
"The Bush's TV address Monday night laid
out an immigration policy in broad stokes
that obscured the fineprint of his record
and plans on the subject."
In this video image taken from AP Television
News, President Bush delivers a speech on im-
migration broadcast on television from the Oval
Office, Monday May 15 in Washington. (AP Photo/
AP Television News)
After four years of college bills, graduation
packs one final financial punch
BOSTON (AP) - It's graduation season,
time for college seniors to celebrate good
friends and hard work - and the end of those
ever-rising tuition payments.
But financial freedom may have to wait a
week or two. From cap and gown rentals to
printed announcements to jacked-up hotel
prices, pomp andcircumstance doesn't come
cheap these days. Some schools even charge
explicit graduation fees ofup to $ 160.While
the joy of the moment often means families
and students happily fork over the money,
graduation weekend can wallop the wallet
one last time.
"All this stuff together, it's definitely sur-
prising that after four years ofpaying $40,000
a year," said Matt Stout, a Boston University
senior from East Haven, Conn., "I'm going
to spend hundreds of dollars just to get out
ofhere."
His mother, Annie McGuire, a social
worker and waitress, has been setting aside
money in her credit union account since De-
cember to cover the hotel and other expenses
for commencement weekend. "It's well worth
it," she said.
Still, multiply one family's graduation
expenses - roughly $1,100 in Stout's case
- by the hundreds of thousands of students
graduating from college in the coming weeks,
and you've got one very big business. Call it
the instant nostalgia industry, and graduation
season is its Christmas.
It's hard to say how much Americans
spend on the full range of graduation ex-
penses - from bric-a-brac to travel and
meals - but it's ample. Class rings seem to
rebounding from an unfashionable period,
and despite e-mail, written announcements
are surprisingly resilient, especially in the
South. The parent company of Jostens, one
of the biggest sellers of rings, yearbooks
and diploma frames, reported sales of$425
million last year in its scholastic business
(though the company doesn't break out
separate figures for high schools and col-
leges).
Stout could be spending a lot more. The
BU bookstore's most basic package for the
cap and gown, with regalia plus 10 generic
announcements, goes for $75 ($lO more
if picked up after May 1). The "premiere
master package," including 25 personalized
announcements and a diploma frame, would
cost $265. Lucky he's not getting a doctorate
- buying that gownruns $600.
Stout's also passing on the class ring ($3ll
to $545), yearbook ($7O), river cruise ($5)
and buffet dinner ($25).
"There will be a lot ofgreat memories, but
I don'tneed to buy hundreds ofdollars worth
ofstuff to help me remember," he said.
A journalism major, Stout might spring
for a diploma frame ($145-$209) if he
lands a job, but that hasn't happened yet.
His housemate, Nando Trindade (who does
have a job)bought one only after his parents
said they would pay for it. "I don't think my
mom really liked the price of it, but my dad
said it'll be nice to have a nice little fancy
memento," he said.
Caps and gowns are the one expense stu-
dents generally can't avoid, at least if they
want to march in commencement. Nation-
wide, about half of colleges rent caps and
gowns to students, while halfsell them, ac-
cording preliminary results ofa membership
survey by the North American Association
ofCommencement Officers. Because of the
recollection and cleaning costs with rentals,
prices generally end up
comparable - between
$13 to $65, the group
said.
Ultimately, few par-
ents begrudge money
spent on such a happy
occasion.
Maria Rodriguez of
San Francisco has been
setting money aside for
four years to pay for
a trip to celebrate her
daughter's upcoming
graduation from Smith
College in Massachu-
setts. She'll fly east
with her husband, son,
mother, brother, two
sisters and assorted
other relatives from
the western U.S. and
Mexico.
The graduation
trip, plus a few days
sightseeing, "is prob-
ably going to cost us
close to $ 10,000," said
Rodgiguez. "But it's
worth it because she's
worked very very hard
and I want her to feel that we're with her
and that we appreciate everything that she's
done," she said.
Erika said her mom even splurged for the
class ring as a 21st birthday gift.
"She likes to spoil me," Erika said.
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OVERPROMISIIXIG,
LIFESUCKIIUG
ADVERTISIHIG JOBS!
THINK ADVERTISING SOUNDS
CREATIVE AND FUN?
It's not. You'll sit in a cubicle, and stare.
Stare at the walls. At your computer screen.
And especially at your meager paycheck.
GREAT GROWTH POTENTIAL FOR:
- DESPONDENCY
-CYNICISM
- GROWN UP TEARS
OR
Go to Europe this summer and salvage
what's left of your youth.
GO NOW, BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.
- Go to raileurope.com
and find special deals
- Or visit the nearest STA Travel Office
It'sWorld
Cup Time!
William Crane
cranew@seattleu. edu
Every four years, the world's most popular
sporting event takes place. Soccer, or football as it
is called in many nations, cuts across many social,
political and cultural boundaries.
From its beginnings in England, the game
quickly spread across the world. Nearly every
nation in the world competes in qualification
rounds for this tournament.
For over two years, tiny nations such as
Lichtenstein compete against giants like France or
Italy for a chance in the World Cup.
Sponsored by FIFA (Federation Internationale de
Football Association), the tournament features 32
squads: 14 teams from Europe, five from Africa,
four from South America, North America and
Asia, and one from the Oceania region.
While South American and European teams have
been the only ones to win the championship since
it was founded in 1930, there are signs this will
soon change. With African and Asian teams now
consistenly advancing to the quarterfinals and
semi-finals, it may be only be a matter of time
before this monopoly crumbles.
This guide to the 2006 World Cup in Germany
features a short description of each team and also
lists our picks for who will advance to the "Sweet
16." Who will win the cup is anyone's guess.
With the increased popularity of the sport within
the United States, both ABC and ESPN have
decided to televise all games for the first time.
The world's universal sport is enjoyed for both
its fluid movement and finesse.
Unlike other sports, tactical skill and strength
are evenly balanced in what is called a "beautiful
game."
GOALLLL
David Beckham, seen here before a
friendly professional match in Spain, will
start for the English National team at this
year's World Cup.
Brazil's Ronaldo controls the ball dur-
ing a friendly - a non-competetive match
- between Russia and Brazil. His two
goals proved decisive in Brazil's 2002 World
Cup Final win over Germany.
Group A
Overview: Besides the obvious favorite Germany, there
is an equal chance for the rest to claim second place.
Picks: Germany, Costa Rica
I Germany- The hosts and longtime
I contenders hope to achieve more than
i their dismal performance in Euro 2004.
Costa Rica - In their thirdWorld Cup
performance, they look to improve
uP on surprising success in 2002.
i Ecuador - The South American
■MnaJ minnows will need to improve their
I defensive side to advance.
Poland - The Poles will need to keep
the form they had during qualification
I to have a chance offinishing second.
Group B
Overview: A strong group that may produce surprises,
especially with untested Trinidad & Tobago.
Picks: England, Sweden.
England - With David Beckham
and Wayne Rooney, this classic
team only needs to fear Sweden.
j Paraguay - While they are a decent
;;gt | team, they are underdogs with tough
I challengers in England and Sweden.
X Trinidad & Tobago - With littlechance of surviving this stage, theyhope to enjoy their time in the spolight.
I Sweden - Tough and disciplined,
Swedes hope to progress to the
| quarterfinals with their exciting form.
Group C
Overview: The "group ofdeath" will undoubtedly
test each team and prepare them for the final rounds.
Picks: Argentina, Serbia & Montenegro.
■! Argentina - With a tough defense
and innovative offense, they hope
j to win their first cup since 1986.
| Serbia & Montenegro - A
disciplined defenseand possession
I offense makes them a dark horse.
||
Cote d'lvoire - The strongest African
I team may surprise many, even though
I they are considered underdogs.
[ Netherlands - With Ruud van
Nistelrooy as the striker, the Dutch will
|
make a strong contender for the cup.
Group D
Overview: The weakest group, with only Mexico
and Portugal seeing much international success.
Picks: Mexico, Portugal.
■ I Mexico -In their 13th appearance,they look to finally capitalize on all| the talent that exists on the team.
■■■■■■■I Iran - Their third World Cup
((J)) performance may see them
| struggle against competitors.
I Angola - The minnows of the group,
but could pull offan upset in their
first World Cup.
O Portugal - With a talented andaggressive team, they are alreadylooking toward the Round of 16.
AP Photo/EFE, Victor Lerena
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Important dates to mark on your soccer calendar
With ABC and ESPN combining to televise the World
Cup games in the United States, here are some of the best
to watch:
Group Stages:
Tuesday, June 13- Brazil vs. Croatia (ESPN 2,11:55 a.m.)
Saturday, June 17- Italy vs. USA (ABC, 11:30 a.m.)
Monday, June 19- Spainvs. Tunisia (ESPN 2,11:55 a.m.)
Wednesday, June 21 - Ivory Coast vs. Serbia &
Montenegro (ESPN 2, 11:55 a.m.)
Friday, June 23 - Togo vs. France (ESPN. 11:55 a.m.)
Round of 16: June 24-27 (ABC/ESPN, various times)
Quaterfinals: June 30-July 1 (ABC/ESPN, various times)
Semi-finals: July 4-5 (ESPN, 11:55 a.m.)
Final: Sunday July 9, (ABC, 10:30 a.m.)
Group E
Overview: The second toughest group, with most
teams playing defensive styles.
Picks: Italy, Czech Republic.
I! Italy
- With a compact defense
and Filippo Inzaghi and Alessandro
Del Piero up front, they look to
I succeed.
S Ghana
- This team, coached by
football legend Ratomir Dujkovic,
has a strong defense and could
surprise many.
HHHZI USA - Always the outsider, they are■ looking to improve their quarterfinal
performance from 2002.
Czech Republic - The Czechs
i hope to improve with star forward
j Pavel Nedved leading their fluid
| style ofplay.
Group F
Overview: Brazil is the continous favorite with
Japan and Australia looking to make little impact.
Picks: Brazil, Croatia.
■ Brazil - A team full of soccer
-
' superstars, this team is again
;
~
poised to win it all.
I Croatia -In their third World
*■*■* | Cup, the team is led by a lightning
offensive and smart defense.
Australia - After a 32-year absence,
the Aussies hope to still have a little
luck left over from qualifying.
Japan - This squad has a strong
• midfield. But their ineffectiveoffense must increase their scoring
chances.
Group G
Overview: Korea and France look to dominate over
the inconsistent Swiss and inexperienced Togo.
Picks: France, Korea Republic.nFrance - With Zinedine Zidane'sfinal performance, Les Bleus lookto advance past the group stage.
Switzerland - Barely qualifying
+ for their first World Cup since1994, the Swiss will need more
effort to advance.
. . ~~1 Korea Republic - Their trip to the
'/ semifinals in 2002 made them an
.aNv //> Asian soccer power.
V V
■PWHMBi Togo - This West African nation
makcs its first appearance and may
J need luck to make it past the group
stage.
Group H
Overview: This group is a tactical test between
possession football and fast-paced attacking.
Picks: Ukraine, Tunisia.
I Spain - A talented team of
individuals; however, they lack
cohesion and could stumble early.
MB Ukraine - A tactical, patient
| offense and smart defensive could
win them the group.
Tunisia - The champions ofAfrica
®will look to make their mark in theWorld Cup with a talented squad.
I Saudi Arabia - They come in with
I an unbalanced squad and could end
I up dwelling at the bottom of this
I group.
Soccer's status in Seattle
William Crane
cranew@seattleu.edu
Soccer's underachievement in the United States has al-
ways been a bit ofa mystery. While it is the largestspectator
sport in the world and has captured the hearts and minds of
people across theglobe, the sport is only now beginning to
make a foothold within the United States.
Soccer is also attempting to gain a place alongside long-
standing American sports such as baseball and football.
"We are working hard at carving out our own niche,"
says Scott Jenkins, spokesperson for the Seattle Sounders.
"It's tough because there are so many teams competing for
the same dollar."
The popularity of soccer has ebbed and flowed over
time in this country. The sport once claimed a large audi-
ence in the 1970s with the North American Soccer League
(NASL).
The NASL's annual championship game, the Soccer
Bowl, was modeled after the Super Bowl, but the NASL
soon folded in the mid-1980s. The sport then languished
until the World Cup was held in the United States in 1994.
The formation of the Major Soccer League later in the
decade helped to reignite interest.
Fortunately for local fans, Seattle is home to many tal-
ented soccer teams, including the men's and women's pro-
grams at Seattle University and the Seattle Sounders, who
play in the United Soccer League. These teams prove that
soccer is a sport that captivates audiences and can compete
with other major sports in town. m
"The pace of the game makes it fun
to watch and rally behind," says Eric
Guerra, assistant athletic director at
SU. "Soccer has a huge appeal to a
large audience.".
The Sounders and the SU men's and
women's programs have all enjoyed
recent success. The Sounders won the
USL championship last year and in
2004, and the SU men's soccer team
won the NCAA Division II title.
The Sounders hope to capitalize on
their success and look forward to starting another season
in the USL. While not the top league in the United States,
the USL provides the Sounders with theopportunity toplay
quality opponents.
Many do not realize the Seattle Sounders franchise,
which was founded in 1994, actually takes its name from
the original Seattle Sounders, who played in the NASL
from 1974-1983. That team won the Western Division in
1980 and 1982.
"There has always been some continuity between the two
teams," says Jenkins.
Continuing with thesuccess of the previous franchise, the
"new" Sounders became an instant success in both the A-
League and the USL. Their honors include being A-League
champions in 1995 and 1996, the USL runners-up in 2004
and the USL champions in 2005.
Besides their championships and playoff runs, a major
feature of their season is their annual exhibition game
against a European club. This year they face Cardiff City,
a Welsh club. While these matches do not pit the Sound-
ers against the top teams in Europe, it is good experience
for both squads as the Sounders play teams within their
skill level and the European squads get exposure in the
American market.
"These games definitely have high attendance," says
Jenkins. "There were close to 10,000 people for the Sun-
derland match [last year]."
However, most of the regular season games still aver-
age lower attendance, around 4,000. While attendence is
improving, the Sounders still find it hard to attract large
crowds, especially given the major sports franchises such
as the Seahawks and Mariners.
The SU men's program also recently established a higher
profile, moving from the NAIA to the NCAA Division 11.
This switch exposed the program to stiffer competition.
but ultimately has led to a more disciplined and talented
team.
Both the men's and women's soccer programs are widely
popular sports at SU. The programs pack fans into the sta-
dium in both the fall and spring seasons. And each program
also has had a large measure ofsupport over the years.
"The [men's] program has an awesome foundation that
Fewing has set up," says Guerra. "It receives tremendous
support from alumni."
Guerraonly sees progress. The completion ofChampion-
ship Field for next season as well as the new head soccer
coach, Brad Agoos, should excite
fans and continue the success of
recent years.
The men's program has its share of
successes to build upon. Besides the
recent Division II title in 2004, the
men's program won the NAIA title
in 1997and played two good tourna-
ment runs in 1998 and 2000.
The women's program has been
making waves as well, especially
with therecent season in which they
"""""""""""""
went 13-5-2.
"The women's program is young, but talented," says
Guerra.
With many of the players returning for next season, the
women's program hopes to continue their success into
next season.
"Both programs have such an opportunityto be featured
at SU," says Guerra.
Without a footballprogram at SU, soccer has spaceto grow
and cultivate its own following. While soccer may still seem
like an outsidersport to many, the sport is quickly becoming
part of the mainstream. At SU, the soccer programs spark
interest amongthe studentbody while the Sounders provide a
professional team that is always in the championship hunt.
With over 11,000playing in SeattleYouth SoccerAssocia-
tion, soccer's status will continue to rise, both as a spectator
sport and a community activity.
"The -pace of the game
makes it fun to watch
and rally behind. Soccer
has a huge appeal to a
large audience."
-Eric Guerra, Assistant
Athletic Director
Jered Carter/The Spectator
A recent exhibition match between the Seattle Sounders and the SU men's so-
cer team at French Field in Kent.
The Redhawks' only other run came from a
solo shot by Senior Captain Marjalena Santos,
her eighth home run of the year, which had
the women up 2-0 in the bottom of the third
inning.
"1 was really surprised to hit home runs at
Regionals. I wasn't expecting to hit it over
220-foot fences, but 1 was really glad to help
my team in crucial games," Santos said ofher
first home run of the tournament.
Unfortunately those two runs were not
enough and the Roadrunners came back in
that same inning to tie the game. Bakersfield
finished off the Redhawks, taking a 5-2 lead
in the sixth inning after scoring three runs on
four hits and one of three Seattle errors.
The Roadrunners' Christie Hill pitched
seven innings, holding the Redhawks to two
runs on six hits. She struck out seven ofthe 27
batters she faced, giving up only one walk.
Sophomore pitcher Erin Martin, an all
GNAC first team selection, carried the Red-
hawks despite a season-long wrist injury.
Martinpitched 230 innings for the Redhawks
this season, shattering her record of 170.2 as a
freshman and throwing more than 30 innings
more than any other pitcher in the GNAC-all
after being diagnosed with small tears in her
tendons at the beginning of the season.
"Her pitches weren't moving as much [at
Regionals]. Her arm was dead," Amanda
Nilles, junior catcher and captain, said of
Martin's efforts.
Still, throughout the tournament, Martin
gave her team every opportunity to win despite
giving up a totalof 46 hits.
The University ofHawaii-Hilo Vulcans had
21 of those hits in a game that the Redhawks
came back to win from a 9-3 deficit. Seattle
scored early again, taking the lead in the first
on a bases-loaded walk by sophomore Brenda
Stice. The Vulcans matched that in the bottom
half of the inning, scoring one run on three
hits. Seattle took the lead for the second time
in the next inning after freshman Heather
Hansen doubled and scored on an overthrow
induced by a bunt by Nilles. Hawaii then
jumped ahead 6-2 after scoring five runs in
the second inning.
Santos added her ninth homerun of the sea-
son withanother solo-shot to centerfield. But
Hawaii wasn't done in the fourth inning they
scored three more runs, putting them ahead
9-3 until the sixth inning.
"This was an opportunity that was now or
never. It was either roll over or do something,"
said JuniorKelli Marek of the deficit.
Seattle must have done something, because
near the end of the game theirbats came alive.
Stice led the sixth inning with a single to left
field, followed by an infield single by pinch
hitterErin Kemper. The Redhawks' hopes be-
ganto dwindle as the next two batters popped
up leaving runners on base. Coach Dan Pow-
ers selected sophomore Lindsey Aucutt offthe
bench to pinch hit for freshman Cassie Cueto.
Aucutt got two quick strikes on her before a
wild pitch resulted in advancing the runners.
But that wasn't necessary, because with a
1-2 count Aucutt sparked the Redhawks by
sending a shot over the deep left field fence
that scored three runs. The hit left no question
about why they call her "Rocket Aucutt".
"1 just kept thinking, she [the pitcher]
wasn't going to get me out. I was very deter-
mined," said Aucutt of her clutch pinch hit
in the sixth inning. The day before, Aucutt
recalled going in to pinch hit and walking off
the field unsuccessful.
After Aucutt cleared the bases, Maclssac
walked and was followed by a single down
the right field line by Marek. Santos reached
on a fielding error which scored Maclssac.
The recovering Purdy followed with a two
RBI triple to right center.After batting through
the order, Seattle tied the game by scoring six
runs on five hits.
The game extended into an extra inning,
and one was all Seattle needed. In the top of
the eighth, Marek doubled to right center and
Santos followed with a single up the middle.
Santos was called out for leaving early, but it
turned out to be irrelevant. Purdy stepped up to
the plate and hit a high fly ball to right center
which hit the top ofthe fenceand bounced over
for a two-run homerun. Seattle held Hawaii
on defense in thebottom ofthe eighth, leaving
with an amazing 11-9 victory.
The win culminated efforts from the entire
team, especially from sophomores Purdy and
Aucutt.
"As soon as Lindsey hit it [the ball], 1 knew
it was gone. I was on third and I didn't even
tag up," said Stice ofAucutt's homerun.
The celebration lasted just short of24 hours,
when on the very next day the Redhawks
gave away their final game of the season to
the California State University-Dominguez
Hills Toros. Seattle scored in the first inning,
but simply could not hold onto the lead as the
Toros chipped away, scoring in four ofseven
innings. The Redhawks didn't come to play
that game, with seven striking out and only
one player achieving more than one hit. The
Toros later advanced in the tournament to
the championship game, defeating California
State University-Stanislaus and Humboldt
State University before losing to the host team,
CSU Bakersfield.
"We should have won, but at least we lost
to the two teams in the championship," Purdy
said of her team's tournament performance.
The post season play leaves nothing but
high expectations and hopes for next season,
one that the team is already looking forward
to.
Although Santos is one of two graduat-
ing seniors on the team, she feels very good
about next year.
"I have a very positive feel for next year's
team. I think that the team is very young this
year and now that they've gained experience
together, the road will be successful for
them," said Santos.
Santos will leave a big gap in the outfield
which Cueto and Stice will try to fill. Santos
battedan impressive .379 average this season
which included a school record breaking 73
hits. Equally important, Santos proved to be
remarkable on defense, committingno errors
in 56 games.
"We have some big shoes to fill. She was
our biggest leader on the team, especially in
the outfield," Cueto said about Santos. "But I
think we will still have a strong outfield [next
year] because we have an amazing outfield
coach and the two of us that are returning
have had incredible guidance and support
from Mar."
Outfield Coach Kim Gonzalez was a four-
year letter winner for the Seattle University
Softball team from 1999-2000. She earned
second team all-conference as a senior and
currently plays for a professional fastpitch
team, the Akron Racers ofAkron, Ohio.
The Redhawks have signed four players
for next year, all of whom are expected to
impact the line-up and compete for a starting
position. To help aid the absence of Santos
in the outfield is Katie Peterson from Tesoro
High School inLas Flores, Calif. Coach Pow-
ers expects her speed and slap hitting to add
another dimension to the offense.
Filling the role ofgraduating pitcher Erin
Kemper is Kelsey Reynolds ofKentlake High
School in Kent, Wash. She will complement
returning pitchers Martin and sophomore
Katie Rojano, providing a different style of
pitching.
Sandra Hernandez ofArrowhead Christian
High School in Redlands, Calif, and Lauren
Berin of Paloma Valley High School in Me-
nifee, Calif, will bring in more solid offense
for the Redhawks. Hernandez will compete
for a thirdbase position next season. Accord-
ing to Powers, Berin "has incredible power
with her bat and will be a welcome addition
to our lineup."
With another season in the books for
Powers, the team takes another step in the
directionof theirmain goal.
"We are in year three ofmy four-year plan
to make itto the [NCAA Division II College]
World Series. I believe we have the talentand
desire to make it but more importantly the
players believe they can do it," Powers said
ofat the beginning oflast season.
Next season will be his fourth, and he
hopes all plans will follow through, lead-
ing the women's Softball team to a national
competition.
"We are in year three of
my four-year plan to make
it to the [NCAA Division
II College] World Series. I
believe we have the talent
and desire to make it hut
more importantly the play-
ers believe they can do it."
Dan Powers, Head Coach,
Women's Softball
Jered Carter / The Spectator
Senior Mar Santos, along with
sophomores Jane Purdy and
Erin Martin, was named to the
Louisville Slugger/National
Fastpitch Coaches Associa-
tion Division II All-Region sec-
ond team.
JoeyAnchondo /The Spectator
Junior Kelli Marek (center) was the only SU player to grab two
hits in the loss against CSU - Dominguez Hills on Saturday.
Marek led SU during the three West Regional games, hitting
.500 (5-for-10) with one double and six total bases.
Redhawk
Sports
This week in Redhawk Sports
Turn in resumes and cover letters
for the position of Sports Editor by
May 21st, and for Sports Writer
positions by May 25th.
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Softball ends post-season with tough loss
10
Track season ends with two record breakers
Megan Peter
spectatornews@hotmail.com
The track and field season came to end on May 5-6 with
the GNAC championships in Monmouth, Ore.
While only one person from both the men's and
women's teams placed in the top three at the event,
there were some stand out moments. One of which was
when ShaTanya Fernandez, freshman chemistry major,
broke the school's women javelin record with a throw
of 122-09.
"At first I didn'trealize or know that I broke the record.
I was happy because I broke my personal best throw from
last season," she said.
Fernandez had gone into the event more concerned
about her shot put throw than the javelin competition.
"I wasn't expecting to do well in javelin that day. I was
really at the track meet to place in the shot put, but that
didn't work out, so I had to forget shot put and focus on
javelin, and I did well," she said.
This has been Fernandez's fifth season as a javelin
thrower after her high school coach convinced her to stick
with the sport, even when she was not her best.
"This was my first year competing for Seattle Uni-
versity, so I'm just doing what 1 can and figuring out
how I can be a better athlete for the next year," said
Fernandez.
While she did not meet her goals for shot put, she was
able to meet her season goal for javelin by beating her per-
sonal best, which also occurred at the championships.
Fernandez is not yet setting strict goals for herself for
next season but just wants to continue giving the sport
her best effort.
"Next year I don't know what to expect because of a
new coach, but I'm confident that all will be well and
I will have another season where I did my best," she
said.
It was also at the conference championships that Robert
Renninger, senior accounting major, ran his last race with
Seattle University.
"The conference went well and to place third [was
good]," he said. "Everyone on the men's team scored,
which was a pretty big deal."
While he was the only member of the entire Seattle
University track and field team to place in the top three,
Renninger was not entirely satisfied with his perfor-
mance.
"I justwould have wanted to run faster at conference,"
he said. "But I was happy with the entire indoor/outdoor
track season."
Overall, he felt that the conference championships were
a good way to end his running career, especially with the
personal highlight of breaking the school record in the
5,000 meter back in April.
Renninger, who is heading to University of Michigan
to earn his masters in accounting, was also one of the
athletes named to the GNAC academic team. He cur-
rently holds a 3.47 GPA and is glad to be recognized
for his athletics and academics.
"I found athletics help me in my studies because
it keeps me busy and focused," he said. "It's during
the off season that doing my homework becomes a
drag."
Renninger already has his predictions of who will
stand out next season: "Nathan Heitzinger, who red
shirted this year, hopefully will be running next year
and he should be pretty competitive."
Jerea tarter; Ine spectatc
In her first year of competition at SU,
freshman ShaTanya Fernandez broke the
school javelin record with 122-09 at this
season's GNAC championships.
Tyler Mahoney /The Spectator
Senior Robert Renninger placed third in
the 5,000 meter event at the GNAC cham-
pionship, being the only member of the
men's team to place in the top three.
Men's basketball signs five recruits for next season
Nicholas Lollini
lollimn@seattleu. edu
'
%
Following the Seattle University
men's basketball team's best overall
season in 12years, Head Coach Joe
Callero and his team have made
a significant step in developing a
solid foundation for the future by
completing this year's recruiting
and signingfive incoming freshman
to next year's team.
"What we did this year was to
make a transition. We are a top 10
program on the West Coast. Our
foundation has been established,
and wehave shied away from junior
college transfers and more toward
high school recruits," said Callero.
"We have more to offer to a fresh-
man over four years than a transfer
for two."
In November, as the men's bas-
ketball season began, Michael
Boxley ofMountlakeTerrace High
School gave his national letter of
intent to the Redhawks, becoming
the first recruit to sign with the
2006-07 basketball team.
Boxley, at 6'5" and 210 lbs,
played with current SU teammem-
ber Leigh Swanson at Mountlake
Terrace, and was a starter for three
years. He averaged 13 points, 6.5
rebounds and 3.5 assists as a senior.
He took one year offand will begin
in the fall as a freshman.
"Mike rebounds, defends, scores
inside and outside, and is very
mature. He has the ability to con-
tribute early in his career," said
Callero. "He won't be intimidated
as a freshman."
In addition to Boxley, Seattle
University has received national
letters of intent from high school
seniors Chris Gweth of Hillsboro
High School in Hillsboro, Ore., as
well as Ricky Berry ofParadise Val-
ley High School in Phoenix, Ariz.
At6'3"and 185pounds, Berry is,
according to Callero, "deceptively
athletic, competitive, has quickness
and will contribute early on." In
addition, Callero - who credits the
recruitment of Berry to assistant
coach Dan Emerson - expects him
to be a crowd favorite, as he has
the ability to throw down impres-
sive dunks.
Chris Gweth, a 6'2", 165 pound
combo guard, averaged 14.5points
and five rebounds per game in high
school.
"Gweth is a very quick combo
guard, and is similar to Ryan Diggs
[Western Washington University],"
said Callero. "He has Division I
talent."
To complement these recruits,
the Redhawks also received verbal
commitments from two additional
high school seniors, Taylor Olson
and J.J. Mulligan, both of whom
have accepted invitations to attend
Seattle University.
Olson, a 5'10" guard, attended
Bishop Blanchet High School in
Seattle.
"He put on one of the top three
high school performances I've ever
seen. He went 10 for 10 from the
three point range, and single-hand-
edly knocked Seattle Prep out of the
tournament," said Callero.
J.J. Mulligan led Reno High
School to a state championship,
which was the first time in 10years
that a northern Nevada team has
won a state championship in bas-
ketball. "He knows how to win,"
said Callero.
This past season the Redhawks
completed their most successful
season since 1994- when the team
won 17 games. The team went 16-
11 this year and narrowly missed
the national tournament. The team
will graduate Jeffery McDaniel,
Bernard Seals, Sean Namanny and
Scott Rainey this spring, but will
return eight players. With the inclu-
sion of the five freshman recruits,
the roster for next season will total
13 players.
"I expect similar results [next
season]. We aspire to the same
overall record or better. 16-11 is
something to improve upon. Next
year will be a chance for freshmen
to contribute early in their careers,"
said Callero. "The first month [a
young team] will have a very large
impact. Last year we were able to
jump on people quick; we were
old, strong and experienced. I don't
expect this year's team to break
out of the gates, but as they gain
experience we can maintain our
top 10 status."
Despite recent turmoil within the
athletic department, Callero and his
team remain committed in build-
ing Seattle University's athletic
prestige.
"I want more from our program.
We have moved into the top 10 on
the west coast," said Callero. "I
want to have an elite program, we
are striving for national recogni-
tion."
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MALICIOUS AND
HUMILIATING JOBS
FOR LIFE'S LITTLE OVERACHIEVERSM
Go to Europe this summer and salvage
what's left of your youth.
GO NOW, BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.
- Go to raileurope.com and find special deals
- Or visit the nearest STA Travel Office
Arts &
Entertainment
SU arts commission sponsors creative dance
Trevor Cauble
caublet@secittleu. edit
Lily Ko
spectatorae@gmail. com
"Other Jello," an upcoming dance and
theater piece, will be hosted by Seattle
University and performed in the new Lee
Center for the Arts.
"Other Jello" is a piece from choreog-
rapher Maureen Whiting's year-long com-
mission by SU, which aims to utilize the
Lee Center as a critical resource for art and
performance in the Seattle area.
SU is making an effort to engage in the
Seattle art scene, which is "innovative,
original and truly experimental," said
Whiting.
Whiting's involvement with many high-
profile projects in the Seattle area ultimately
led to a connection with the SU Fine Arts
Department. According to Whiting, the SU
arts commission allowed, "an openness to
research and explore," as well as provided
funding for a series of free showings used
to gauge audience response.
Whiting has been a resident of the Pacific
Northwest for 13 years. She is also the
founder of the Maureen Whiting Company
for dance.
Whiting is trained in ballet, modern dance
and improvisation, as well as mathematics.
She says she uses her mathematics educa-
tion in creating balance when she choreo-
graphs her pieces.
"Other Jello" capitalizes on Whiting's
background, as well as the abundant artistic
resources of the area. The show employs
several dancers from the Pacific Northwest
Ballet Company, students from Cornish
College of the Arts, as well as three local
composers and a local band, Reptet.
All things considered, it is an eclectic
gathering of Seattle's art and culture.
Although the project is not linked to SU
through students or faculty, it is a unique
opportunity taview fresh, locally created
art on campus.
Whiting says most
ofher inspiration for
"Other Jello" came
from her visit to In-
dia where movement
became a primary
source of commu-
nication for her -
movement became
more important than spoken words.
This realization formed the conceptual
basis for "Other Jello," a piece she describes
as, "the study of the other - the study of
movement in partnership," which, Whiting
says, reflects her experience of interaction
in an entirely alien culture.
The piece also incorporates levity and
humor. Many of the scenes are abstract
- while others, she says, are conceptu-
ally based on scenes from movies such a
Fellini's Amarcord.
Because art is a highly subjective experi-
ence, it is often subjected to bias, and even
more specifically, male bias.
When asked what men, not especially
well known for their enjoyment of profes-
sional dance, might take from "Other Jello,"
Whiting noted the grace and powerful
athleticism of the two male dancers in the
company.
This is particularly interesting because
it is shown through an artistic, rather than
competitive, framework.
Also, audiences have enjoyed the piece
for its humor. If that's not enough for the
prospective male audience, she says, "the
music is cool and the women are beautiful."
Not to mention that it could be a good op-
portunity to impress
dates.
Art can be difficult
enough to understand
when it is static, sit-
ting on a museum
wall, let alone when
it is clothed and in
full movement on a
stage.
But if dance is about communication,
celebration oflife cycles and relationships,
like Whiting says, then it's something that
can be appreciated by all.
The Maureen Whiting Company
and Seattle University present:
"Other Jello"
May 19-20, 7p.m., $6-$lO
SU Lee Center for the Arts
(901 12th Ave.)
Peter Mumford
Maureen Whiting (left and above left),
choreographer of "Other Jello."
Fatal story, female cast: SU professor directs 'King John'
Lauren Padgett
padgettl@seattleu. edu
To find a contemporary production of
William Shakespeare's "King John" is rare.
An all-female cast is especially unique,
since the play is traditionally performed
by men, and was written in a time when
women were not allowed to act.
The cast and crew took a historical work,
hoping to make a modern statement about
politics today. Directed by SU fine arts
professor Rosa Joshi, this political thriller
is both timely and multi-layered.
This is an Equity Members Project Code
production - the inaugural production of
Upstart Crow. Upstart Crow is an ensemble
of female theater artists, headed by Joshi
and local actors Betsy Schwartz and Kate
Wisniewski, an SU fine arts professor and
cast member.
"We wanted to do a historical play
because these plays can really address
contemporary politics without necessarily
creating a one-on-one parallel with current
events. This leaves the interpretation of the
play much more in the audience's hands,"
said director Joshi.
Wisniewski agreed and added, "Our feel-
ing is that we should present the play in a
fairly straight manner, and let the audience
draw whateverparallels strike them instead
of us trying to tell them what to feel."
"King John" is a story of love and be-
trayal, of politics and the meaning offam-
ily. While war roars on in the background
of 13th century England, King John and
his brother Arthur struggle against each
other as heirs to the throne. Critics often
argue that "King John," in many ways,
mirrors the later struggle between Queen
Elizabeth ofEngland and her sister. Queen
Mary of Scots. Religious struggle, the im-
minent threatof invasion and the problem
of illegitimate rule are evident in both of
the stories.
"Shakespeare wrote this play after
Queen Elizabeth executed Queen Mary, a
Catholic, who many believed had a stron-
ger claim to the throne than Elizabeth did.
It's interesting to look at the play in that
context and try to imagine how this play
must have been perceived by its Elizabe-
than audience, which, of course, included
Queen Elizabeth," said Wisniewski.
As the events continue to unfold,
Shakespeare offers no background, simply
stating history as it takes place. Through
battling rivals, a monologue about what it
means to be royalty unfolds within King
John, leading him to ultimately meet his
fate in a dramatic and unexpected turn of
events.-
While this play was extremely popular
in the Shakespearian era, today it is rarely
performed. At the time of its premiere, all
the actors were men. For the all-female
cast of this production, it was a unique
opportunity to stand Shakespearian theater
on its head.
SU FineArts professor Ki Gottberg stars
in the production as Arthur's mother Con-
stance. She believes that the audience will
soon forget that the cast is entirely female
- rather, as in the time ofShakespeare, the
audience will relate to the story, not the sex
of the characters.
"Reversing the gender and making it an
all-women cast in some respects is closer
to the original way the play was performed.
1 would hope that the audience would find
the story so compelling that the fact that
women are playing all the roles would
function in a subtle way - perhaps resonat-
ing how politics, war and power function,
both then and now," said Gottberg.
The all-female cast, Joshi reiterates, is
not supposed to be a provocative statement
in itself. "The idea to do an all-female
production came first and then we chose
the play...lnstead, women playing men
becomes a stage convention just as men
playing women was accepted as a conven-
tion in Shakespeare's time. So instead of
the actors focusing primarily on whether
they are being 'manly' enough, they can
just focus on character and objective,"
Joshi stated.
"King John" will be performed at the
Capitol Hill Arts Center on 12th Avenue
in the Showroom. A preview is scheduled
for May 18. Officially, the box office will
be open for shows Thursday through Sun-
day, opening on May 19 and continuing
until June 4.
A Sl5 donation is recommended; for
reservations, contact Brown Paper Tickets
at www.brownpapertickets.com.
George Mount
Amy Thone stars as King
John in the all-female produc-
tion of King John.
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Spring Art Show 2006: Three
stand-out artists focus on the body
Casey Penaluna
penaluna@seattleu. edu
This year's Spring Art Show is truly in-
spirational. Many of the artists delve into
popular stereotypes about body, self-im-
age and even the unseen ethereal qualities
about people, and then throw them into the
viewers' faces with eye-catching, thought-
provoking works.
"Being Pretty," "La Lumiere" and "Un-
titled," which look at the unseen auras
which permeate our lives, are just a few of
the stand-out installations on display in the
Vachon Room of the Fine Arts Building.
The above-mentionedpieces were created
by seniors Lydia Lauer, Danielle Sparling
and Bobby Pathammavong, respectively.
Each of these artists captures the human
essence and persona in unique ways. They
take a step further by tweaking the images
and engaging the viewers' eyes as well as
the mind. These pieces really make the
viewer think about who we, as people, are
on a physical, mental, spiritual and even
social level.
"I have been able to incorporate what
I have learned in my art history studies
into my design work," said Lydia Lauer,
digital design and art history major. Being
a double major has given Lauer the ability
to change how she "thinks about the work
that I produce, how it will be understood
and how it is relevant."
"Being Pretty" is just one piece in an
ongoing series that Lauer created and
trademarked called L. VALENTIN. Lauer
uses her own image in the posters, some
of which are provocative. Each image is
accompanied by a large block letter ques-
tion, thought or idea whichLauer feels are
important to ask, answer, contemplate and
understand.
"My motive and intention is to allow
for all who come into contact with these
posters to do the same and have a true
dialogue about what is being presented,"
Lauer said.
It shouldn't be hard for people to en-
counter these posters, since they are present
all around Capitol Hill. Lauer's work has
also been showcased inFragments, Seattle
University's literary magazine, and one of
her posters was chosen by The Stranger
as "Poster of the Week" in the March 16
issue.
Another artist who stood out was Dani-
elle Sparling, a photography major. She
has two installations in the show. One of
them, "La Lumiere,"
is a series of black and
white photographs de-
picting old buildings
taken from unusual an-
gles and with varying
degrees of light.
Her second piece,
"Untitled," has a very
unique edge to it. The
black and white pho-
tograph is set off by a
shiny copper frame. The
female subject is nude
with a loose braid cas-
cading down the middle
of her back. She sits on
a white gossamer sheet that is captured in
perfect lines and the epitome of textbook
photographic principles. However, the eye-
catching aspect is the two floating feathers
that protrude off of the glass, coming out
of both sides of the model's back as if she
is a surreal image sent to Earth to grace us
with her serenity.
"Learning about first and second genera-
tion feminist art was what has had the most
influence on choices that I am making now
when going through the process of creat-
ing," Sparling said.
In "Untitled," you can definitely see the
feminist inspiration. And while it is empow-
ering, it gives a subtle calming sensation.
It draws the viewer in with its simplicity,
allows one to enjoy the female form without
feeling like a voyeur, and hints that this
woman has power and grace that is perhaps
not seen by the naked eye alone.
The largest installation of the show,
Bobby Pathammavong's work, is made up
of 17 different photographs. Unlike ordi-
nary landscape photography, the first thing
one might notice from Sparling's work
are bright bodies that appear to have been
drawnby a three-year-old using a light pen
on the negatives.
Pathammavong gave each of his mod-
els a flashlight and asked them to outline
their bodies while he took photographs of
them.
Pathammavong's premise was one of
trying to catch the unseen flow of human
energy and auras which surround us all by
"using a flashlight to paint the concept."
"Each personality became revealed
through this process as the flashlight record-
ed their thoughts, ideas and emotions," Pat-
hammavong wrote in his artist's statement.
"With each stroke of light a new feeling and
impression of self is portrayed."
The Spring Art Show is enlightening and
presents a plethora of different perspec-
tives on how life and everyday objects are
seen.
Jered Carter/The Spectator
The Spring Art Show in the Vachon Room of the Fine Arts Building features student pieces
from ail levels that include a range of different artisic mediums.
"Untitled" by Rimas Simaitis, junior fine arts major.
"Being Pretty" by Lydia Lauer,
senior fine arts major.
the ORBIT
On and off campus
events that'll make
your week spin.
THURSDAY, 5/18
36 Crazyfists w/ Falling Closer,
Rose Moyer, Burning Armada,
and guests
El Corazon (109 Eastlake Ave.)
7 p.m. doors/7:30 p.m. show
$10 adv.lsl2 drs.
All-ages
FRIDAY, 5/19
The Crystal Method w/ Freaky
Flow and DJ Dig-dug
Showbox (Ist & Pike)
9 p.m.
$20
18+
SATURDAY, 5/20
Quadstock featuring OK Go,
Blue Scholars, Authority Zero,
Wanderlust, Milk & Honey,
free carnival games, picture
key chains, face painting and
caricatures
SU Quad
4 p.m.-lO p.m.
$5 at the CAC
All-ages
SUNDAY, 5/21
P.O.D. w/ Pillar, The Chariot,
Maylene & The Sons of Disaster
Showbox (Ist & Pike)
6 p.m. doors
$17 adv./$l9 drs.
All-ages
MONDAY, 5/22
"The DaVince Code: What's
Truth? What's Fiction?" featuring
Father Michael Raschko, Bertch
Professor of Catholic Systems
Theology
SU Pigott Auditorium
3:30p.m.-5:30 p.m.
FREE
All-ages
TUESDAY, 5/23
The New Amsterdams w/ The
Lashes, The Look
Neumo's (925 E. Pike)
7 p.m.
$12
All-ages
WEDNESDAY, 5/24
Coffeehouse featuring Cuchata
and the El Porvenir Nicaragua
Service Team
SU Hawk's Nest Bistro
7:30 p.m.-9:30 p.m.
FREE
All-ages
ONGOING EVENTS...
Reduced Shakespeare: The
Complete History of America
(Abridged)
Through 5/18
Moore Theatre (1932 2nd Ave.)
7:3opm
$31 (not includingfees)
All-ages
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This pulse, whether affected by sunlight or by
changing undercurrents in student leadership, is
beginning to race. Slowly but surely, students at
Seattle U are realizing that complaining about
programming or advocacy gets them nowhere.
Students are taking the problems of horizontal
communication between different student
leadership groups and the lack of tradition into
their own hands.
Energetic but disenfranchised students are
stepping up and offering their gifts and talents
to organizations like ASSU and SEAC. This
movement is laying the foundation for future
events and possibilities for student life.
It is actually quite an amazing cycle: ASSU
advocates to the administration on the behalf of
students' desires for better and more provocative
programming and representation, SEAC plans
events that the student body is demanding, more
students begin attending events, those students
are inspired and the cycle starts all over again.
Continuing in this same cycle, ASSU and
SEAC are promoting two more events which aim
to entice student participation and build tradition
at Seattle University. The first is Quadstock.
This annual concert has entertained and
enthralled sun-crazed SU students for a number
of years. At 4 p.m. on Saturday, May 20,
Quadstock 2006 opens its doors and promises to
take this long-standing tradition to the next level.
Ifyou feel so inclined, SEAC is still looking
for people to help run the event (for more
information go check out the SEAC office next
to the Bistro).
The second event is slightly more exclusive
but just as amazing. On June 1, 2006, thanks to
the tireless work of the Senior Class Council,
graduating seniors have the opportunity to
attend a legit senior party. The event will
include transportation to Golden Gardens
for a huge bonfire and barbeque and then
transportation to an Argosy cruise where
n the band Common Market will entertain the
l graduates.
Ifyou would like more information on this
event stop by the ASSU office and inquire.
The planning for both of these events is
complete; all you have to do is show up and
enjoy yourself. Ifyou find it worth your while
I. and have some time, consider getting involved
next year.
If you are graduating, why not take the time to
make some incredible last minute memories?
Tom Petty once said, "You'll never remember
class time, but you'll remember time you wasted
hanging out with your friends. So, stay out late.
Go out on a Tuesday with your friends when
you have a paper due Wednesday. Spend money
you don't have.. .The work never ends, but
college does." Let's all play one last time before
the school year comes to a close. I'll see you at
Quadstock.
Let's Make Some Last Minute Memories
(Continuedfrom page 1)
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; SATURDAY, MAY 20 t :
Tickets are $5 @ the CAC •
• Ok Go Blue Scholars Authority Zero .
Free Medical/Dental School
ith! S^^^^M^^^M
rhe Army's Health Professions
Scholarship Program (III'SI , ) provides: iSU
100% Tuition. Books and Fees
$1279 StipendPay
( "iiiiiiiNsiciii .is in Vim' I >H'mi
For more information please call: Volunteers get into the event for
Captain Dean Rasmussen g-ee an(J wji| a l§o re cive a free T-
U.S. Army Health Care Team
Office: (206) 242-9357 shilt
Cell: (877) 722-2304 Toll Free c • , u CT7 A r\€G^ a
Email: | | Sign UP @ the SEAC Office
**$$* Travel and Teach English!
V*Earn a Seattle University Certificate in TESOL in 4 weeks
Free Information Session , April 19, 2006, 7p.m.- 8 p.m. at S-TESIH|
- Intensive classes begin April 3, May 1, and June 5
- Online and evening classes on a quarterly schedule j^^j^
- Earn credits from Seattle University I,
- Credits may apply to Master's Programs
- Applies to ESL Endorsement I
"If you arc interested in teaching ESL in the US or abroad, this is \ ■BSXJSwS la.vC\ 1C iOIS HvJ'
theprogram for you! Allof the class instruction was relevant and jAr'E
reallyprepared me to be an effective teacher." ■
-From Nathan, a recent graduate' ■
School of Teaching ESL
(in cooperation with Seattle University College of Education)
9620 Stone Ave N., Seattle, WA 98103
206.781.8607 1 www.SCHOOLOFTESL.com j SI H^^HHfl^^^^^H^^^^HHHHHHHß
STAND ON STREET CORNERS W
HARASSING PEDESTRIANS.
Hand out flyers that wind up in the garbage.
Be exploited by the LEFT
instead of the RIGHT.
OR
Go to Europe this summer and salvage what's left of
your youth.
GO NOW, BEFORE IT'S TOO LATE.
- Go to raileurope.com and find special deals
- Or visit the nearest STA Travel Office
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Classifieds
100. For Sale 400. Services
200. Help Wanted 500. For Rent
300. Volunteers 600. Misc.
200 Part Time Childcare Needed:
71 7T ,r , . , , My 10 year old gymnast daughterHealthy Volunteers needed y j &j e>
needs ride from Shoreline school
for UW Pulmonary research . . T . _to practice in Mt Lake Terrace
studying environmental and after school (M w?) Mor£
genetic factors that control hours available starting mid June
inflammation. See if you when school lets out. Childcare
are eligible at http://depts. experience preferred. Car
washington.edu/uwlungs/. To required. Please provide contact
participate you will be asked info (including phone #) via email
to come in to our facilities, fill if interested and I will call you
out a brief questionnaire and back. Kevin@tellinkltd.com
provide small sample of blood SUMMER CAMP JOBS for
(approximately 4 Tbls.). This women (6/1? _ g/25/06)
will take about 15-20 minutes and „ , .... .Spend your summer in a beautiful
you will be given $30.00 for your while fa worthwhile
participation. employment! Hidden Valley
Downtown mid-size law firm has Camp (Granite Falls, WA) needs:
2 openings: Office Assistant counselors, lifeguards, driver/
Part-time office assistant, 2:00- maintenance staffand kitchen
6:oopm M-F. Duties include: staff. Room/Board/Salary. Call the
mail, legal messenger, some HVC office at (425) 844-8896 or
phones, maintain conference e-mail us at hiddenvalleycamp@e
rooms and kitchens. Attention arthlink.net for more information.
to detail, strong organizational
skills, able to work with team and /\TG VO U
lift 45 lbs. No benefits.
Reception - Part-time front desk IOOKIIICI tO
person, 2:00-5:30pm M-F. Light
secretarial. Multi-line phones 3U V6 1\ISO It!
and reception experience a plus.
Must have strong interpersonal IflQ SDGCIQIOi^
relationship & communication
skills. Positive & enthusiastic
team player. No benefits.
Resume & cover letter to Human Send a " information
Resources, Keller Rohrback and Questions to
L.L.P., 1201-SrdAve, Ste Viet Tran at
3200, Seattle, WA 98101 or adinfo@seattleu.edu
HR@,kellermhrback. com.
—- Phone: 206.296.6474
Something Silver is looking for pax . 206 296.6477
a Merchandise Coordinator to www.Spectator-Online.com
work in our Corporate Office |
Downtown Seattle. This position ■Sβ
is responsible for: all shipping
and receiving of merchandise,
supervision and coordination of
the pricing team, data entry and
returns of damaged merchandise.
Qualifications: prior shipping and , .
data entry experience is required, BL 4^
must be proficient in Word, Excel, %
Outlook and UPS World Ship. for
Retail POS is a plus, management J
experience is desired and must 016 J_iC>A 1 ;
be detail oriented, organized and I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen vears and
have excellent communication 3000 students later. I don't
skills. This is a full-time position. think anyone knows moreabout this test, or how to teach
Please send your cover letterand it. than 1 do. That's why 1 still
resume to Lea@s Ometh,ngsilver. %*£?£& cSne. ™
com. My nine week course features
— 36 hours of class time with
Summer Child Care for 6 & 9 weekly help sessions and five
.
...... mock exams for the reasonable
year old boys on Capitol Hill. price of $ggs
Non-smoking; experience, T can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it. Call now
excellent references, reliable car for a free seminar:
& clean driving record required. 524
)15
Salary negotiable. Email resume: |T?tRP! TWtt^^
lennall@comcast.net
Marketplace
Investigators at the
University of Washington
Alzheimer's Disease
Research Oenter
are doing a. study to better
understand how stress hormones
are affected in aging.
We are seeking male volunteers be-
tween the ages of 21 — 35 to partici-
pate as normal control subjects:
•who are in good general health (no heart or
lung disease, high blood pressure, or insu-
lin-dependent diabetes) and
•who are non-smokers
The study involves:
•screening medical history and screening
blood lab tests
-three study days at the Seattle VA (from
8:OO am to 12:OO am)
•We will place an IV into each arm and ad-
minister the naturally occurring hormone
Cortisol or placebo (salt water)
•prior to each study session participants will
be asked to take two or three commonly
used medications that affect stress hor-
mone levels for up to 24 hours
Participants will receive
$200 compensation
for completion of the study.
If you would like more information,
call Bonnie Lash, RN
at (206) 27-7-51 06.
End of the year reminders from OiT
Use your meal plan money before the end of the Spring quarter.
Funds remaining are forefeit to the University.
See the Housing office for more details.
Email and Web Page Accounts are available for
1 year from the date of graduation
Graduating? You still qualify for free computer software training.
Email computertraining»seattleu.edu for more details.
Applying for a summer internship? Brush up on your
software skills! Contact Computer Training before it's too late.
computertraining®seattleu.edu
FREE COMPUTER SOFTWARE TRAINING I
Schedule for May 22-26, 2006
May 22, 2006 (3pm - 4pm): Using Endnote
May 23, 2006 (3pm - 4pm): Term Paper Tips
May 24, 2006 (4pm - spm): MS Office Charts and Tables
Custom workshops also available
See http://www.seattleu.edu/it/training
or e-mail computertraining&seattleu.edu
For more details
All workshops are taught by a
certified Microsoft Office Specialist
Ways to reduce or prevent E-mail Spam
DO NOT signup for contests, events, groups, and
marketing material from un-trusted sources
DO NOT put your email address on any web site
(in HTML code).
DO NOT respond to any spam even to "opt-out" or
"remove me" from the list
Spam and E-mail filtering instructions can be found at
http://www.seattleu.edu/it/help/email/emaHfilters.asp
Campus Voice
So,whatabou themshoes?
"I refuse to wear shoes
when it's nice outside."
(fourth from the left)
"We like the sandal tan."
(all the others)
~ Master's in Teaching
Spring '06 cohort.
The rain and cold breeze have died down, and the Seattle sun is finally shining. No more
do we have to wear rainboots or water proof tennis shoes out of fear of enduring the day
with drenched socks and shriveled toes. Now we can decorate and display our feet with a
beautiful array of colors and styles. Check out what people were wearing around The Quad
on Tuesday morning.
"These are my Danskos - I wear
them because I like the color and
the way they make my feet look like
little clog-dancing Dutch girls."
Meg Cowan, Senior,
Drama Major
"I got them for a buck fifty at Value
Village this weekend. I expected
good quality, but they're already
starting to break!"
Deirdre Ethington, Sophomore,
Psychology Major
"These are some old Forces I had
in the closet. When I wear red, my
shoes must be red. My shoe game
is real."
Bimbolu, Senior,
Biology Major
"They're sandals - I don't like the
way my toes look so it covers them,
and it also protects my toes so I
don't stub them."
John Tilly, Senior,
Nursing Major
"I got my Locals in Kihei, Maui,
over Spring Break. They're SUPER
comfortable, and I don't think you
can buy them on the mainland...
Suckas!"
Emma Wilkinson, Senior,
Drama Major
"These are classic Micheal Tens, ya
dig! Gotta stay fresh and make it do
what it do! Also, I am the number
one stunna."
B. Seals, Senior,
Communication
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